
DJM 1200

About Item

1. Keep your beats fresh: This player has an anti-shock system that uses RAM buffer memory.
It also has two selectable jog modes: search and pitch bend. Additionally, it has instant-start
and cue with a preview for added control over your media.

2. Top-notch control: The DJM 1200 player features rubber jog wheels with finger grips, a large
LCD display with purple backlighting, variable pitch control ranging from +/- 4% to 16%, and a
track button for easy navigation.

3. Dual CD player: Our double CD player is designed to accommodate two CDs simultaneously,
allowing you to enjoy continuous music without needing to constantly swap the music.

4. Seamless transition: Transitioning between the two CDs is a breeze with our player. It
ensures that there are no abrupt pauses or jarring interruptions when you switch from one
disc to another.

5. Anti-skip technology:Whether using the CD player in a mobile setting or stationary, the
advanced anti-skip technology ensures that your music remains undisturbed even when the
player is subjected to vibrations or movement.

Product Description

Designed for those who demand perfection, this player keeps your beats fresh with an
anti-shock system and versatile jog modes. Take command with precision using jog
wheels, a vibrant LCD display, and adjustable pitch control. With a dual CD setup, you
can seamlessly transition between tracks, ensuring a continuous flow of music that
keeps the party going.

Experience top-notch control and uninterrupted music with the 5 Core double CD
player. It's time to elevate your mixing to the next level.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track record of delivering the
highest quality product since 1984.

Features

Uninterrupted Mixing Versatile Usage Easy navigation Enhanced control



The CD player's dual
CD setup allows
seamless transitions
between tracks,
ensuring a continuous
music experience
without interruptions.

Advanced anti-skip
technology ensures
your music stays on
track, making it
suitable for various
environments and
setups.

The track button
and cue with a
preview option
make navigating
your music
collection
effortless, helping
you find and play
the right track.

With features like
rubber jog wheels,
an LCD with a
backlight, and
variable pitch
control, you have
precise control
over your music.

Product specification

LCD Display- Yes
USB Input- Yes
Anti-shock system- Yes
Hardware interface-  USB, CD-R, Compact disc

Package Information:
1x Double CD player

Usages

Ideal for professional DJs.

Well suited to be used for mobile DJ.

Perfect for events like weddings, parties, etc.

Ideal for home entertainment & music enthusiasts.

Nightclub and Bar Owners can use it for entertainment.

Benefits of products



Modern and feature-rich.

Double CD compatibility.

Event hosting or Karaoke.

Portable and dependable.

Professional DJ performance.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Uninterrupted mixing.

Enjoy precise control.

Anti-shock technology.

Smooth track transition.

Versatile usage & application.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.



We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Double CD Player Yes No

Premium Sound Yes No

Multi-purpose Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A



Question: Can I use it in commercial spaces?

Answer: Yes, you can.

Question: Does it have a USB input?

Answer: Yes, the CD player has USB input.

Question: Can I use it for home entertainment use?

Answer: Yes, you can. It is perfect for home entertainment.

Question: Is this double CD player good for venues?

Answer: Yes, it's an excellent choice for different venues. The CD player is easy to
adapt for various gigs.

Question: Can I use this CD player for DJing?

Answer: Absolutely! Our CD player is designed with professional DJs in mind, offering
precise control, dual CD setup for smooth transitions, and anti-shock technology to
ensure uninterrupted mixing.


